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1. Introduction

The concept of linear estimators has been generalized by
Godambe [1]. Murthy [4] gave admissible linear estimators while
Koop [2], Prabhu-Ajgeonkar [3] and others generalized the concept
of admissible linear estimators and sampling designs. Singh [5]
extended the idea by discussing acceptable sequential estimators.
Chaudhary and Singh [6] gave generalized sequential estimators.
Let us consider only such parametric functions, 0(=0(7)) that can
be expressed as a sum of single-valued set functions defined over a
class A (for details, Op. Cit. 1977), i.e., 9 is such a function then

0= ^ X</(a/) (1.1)
ai&A

where/(ai) is a single valued set. function defined over the class A,

is the summation over all sets 'ai' belonging

aieA

to class A, and Xt is some adjustment constant.

Elaborating the idea further a more general method to express
a parametric function (1.1) may be written as

0= ^ A, 'Xai /(.ai) (1.2)
aiSA

where 7ta< is a probability measure defined over in the class A.
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For iustance-the population meanfor a characteristic y can

be expressed as 8 in (1.2) with'af as a point set {(/<},/(ai) as yi
along with probability measure 7ia< asand as 1. Similarly

the population variance cr^ can be expressed as (1.2) a point set of
two units {Ui, Uj} with f{ai) and nai as and respectively
with as 1.

Thus it is one of the main reasons that the probability samples
are preferred over non-probability samples, whatever the sampling
scheme of design may be, there is always search of a method which
provides a technique to evaluate it (the probability measure) in a
form acceptable to all occasions. In the present paper an attempt has
been made to derive some generalized sequential estimators to the
parameters expressed in (1.2) in terms of the above lines.
2. Sequential Estimators ,

A 'Statistic't defined over the probability field is a function
over the samples. A statistic used to estimate a parametric function
0 is called an estimator to 0 and the most general form of a linear
estimator may be

t= ^ f {ai, s) I ^f(ai,s) . ...(2.1)
aiEs ai^s

where / (a/, s) is a probabihty measure defined over s and <f' («0 is a
function of point set ai in s.

In case

^/(fl/, j)=l,
aiSs

then t is called an unbiased estimator. The estimator (2.1) may also
be written as

^ (ai) p(slE'ai) j ^ P(^1^ ...(2.2)
ai^s aiEs

Where ^o^is an event depending on the occurrence of the set.
'ai' in the sample and p (sjEai) is a probability measure for a given
In other words, the event Eai may be termed as a 'terminal event',
since it decides the number of observations in the sample and sampl
ing terminates accordingly i.e., the stopping rules are defined in terms
of this event. In non-sequential process, the minimum value of the
loss in estiniating the mean value with known variance is 2 C '̂̂ cr
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where C is the cost per observation. So in a sequential process,
.sampling will terminate as soon as it touches this value. Similarly
there may be a number of ways to define the terminal event.

In a sequential sampling scheme the requirement

P {siE ai)= I

aiSs

is always satisfied at every step of sampling. Thus a class of sequen
tial estimators may be obtained by defining the event Eat in a
number of ways and the estimator given by the relation (2.2) may be
termed as a 'generating estimator' for sequential sampling schemes.

3. Illustrations

Let the units selected in the sample be {Ui,U2,... t/n...) with
variate y2-.-yn...) respectively. The sampling procedure is
sequential, i.e., the units are selected one-by-one, the estimate of the
populations mean shall be given sequentially as below:

After first observation

l'l~hV2After second observation 3>2=—2—

yx~\-y2'\~ys
After third observation J>3—

After n'̂ observationj^„ ^71+3^2+^3+
Hence we may define a sequential mean as

n

1=1

Where n is not fixed in advance.

The sequence of these means in terms of previous one can be
expressed as below :

J>3 =fj»2 4-Jj'3.
=lj>3+ijn

2

^J

ys'v = — ^"-1+ IT
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Another interesting example of sequentinal mean is

yn~l+yn
2

On_l I ')«_2 "T ••• r "T ^2"-l 2"~^ 2"~^ I ••• I 2?. ' 2

which gives rise to a random sample mean with unequal probability
for difiFerent items.

Hence we can write sequential estimators in a generalized form
as

J'sea =n„_i jPn-l+ Ttn yn
where 7t„_i+7i:„=l

•Kn is the probability of introducing the unit in the sample.

Here it should also be noted that at every stage this relation
holds good.

Now let us consider a finite population with N units, and let a
sample of size 2, 3, ... be drawn with known variate values and with
some defined probability field. The sequential estimates of the mean
are sketched as below:

Sample Probability Variate Estimate
size (n) eldlprobability values (y) (j'srnz)

(£2) (Tt„)

2 I) 1,2

3 1 ya—i
4 7l4= i 0 J»4=l

5 7^5 = i 1 75 = 1

We can define terminal event in terms of cost/loss or risk
functions. >As soon as it touches the given limit d, it is decided to
terminate sampling accordingly.

Summary

Starting with generalized linear estimators for simple random
sampling we proceed to define generalized sequential estimators for a
parametric function bytaking thebasicconcept of probability measure
into consideration. Recently some authors have given an approach
todefining both parameter and estimator in the light of this concept.
This paper is a modest attempt to extend the idea further and
contributes that sequential estimators can be used in restricted
situations also. To establish practical utility, some illustrations have
been made.
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